Product Brief

Marketplace
Expand your market reach
and reduce overhead with
a marketplace.
Leverage a collaborative
commerce platform with
native marketplace and order
management capabilities for
rapid time-to-revenue.

Key Capabilities
Seller
onboarding

Product approval

Catalog preview

Reduce the time and cost of adding
sellers and SKUs with tools for
onboarding, management, and
product acceptance.

Automate approval of seller
submissions by defining rules for
categories, brands, and products
and automatically correlating sent
SKUs with existing products.

Preview and accept SKU submissions
in bulk by associating them with
existing products or by easily creating
a new one. Filter and sort submissions
by inventory availability, price,
category, brand, and seller.

Global network
of sellers

Third-party
marketplaces

Expand your product
assortment to sell products
and services from +2500
VTEX sellers in more than
30 countries.

Integrate your marketplace with
third-party marketplaces and
vice versa to tap into new markets
and reach new customers.

Order
management
Orchestrate orders from multiple
channels and distribute them to
third-party sellers for fulfillment.
Monitor the order lifecycle, and
communicate order changes
to customers.
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Order
splitting

Commission
rules

Split a single purchase with products
from multiple sellers into multiple
orders, while the buyer only has
to manage one cart and insert one
payment method.

Define commission rates at seller
and category levels and make sure
all commissions are calculated
and charged correctly.

Multi-currency and
multi-language

B2C, B2B, and
physical store ready

Expand your footprint with
multiple storefronts to support
different languages and easily
manage local currencies and
payment conditions.

Regardless of your industry,
collaborate with suppliers and
channel partners to expand
product assortment and even
allow them to sell inventory from
multiple physical stores on your
marketplace.

Order
reallocation
Ensure orders can be delivered,
even if the original seller runs out
of stock or cancels the order.
Easily select a new third-party
seller to fulfill the order while
VTEX automatically reallocates
payment.

Omnichannel
ready
Deliver the click & collect
experience by transforming
merchant stores into pick-up
points and create endless aisle
experiences with our native
inStore application.
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Benefits
Drive incremental
revenue
Quickly and easily add new
products and services from
a myriad of third-party sellers.

Be essential to
customers

Eliminate channel
conflict

Reduce cost
and risk

Create a one-stop-shop for
everything your customers
need - marketplaces give buyers
convenience, price transparency
and more product and seller
options across categories.

Join with your suppliers and sales
partners - dealers, distributors
and resellers to eliminate channel
conflict and create a seamless
experience across the entire
buyer journey.

Eliminate the additional inventory
and supply chain costs of adding
new brands and product
categories to your portfolio.

Expand your
business globally

Take control
of your operation

Lower
your TCO

Leverage a network of established
sellers around the world and run
your business cross-border.

Reduce the time and cost of seller
onboarding and management with
automatic category mapping, logs,
and suggestions to approve and
refuse products at scale

A single SaaS platform for
commerce, marketplace and
order management means faster
projects, less maintenance and
no upgrades, ever.

VTEX provides the world’s
first and only fully integrated
marketplace-commerce-oms solution

To learn more, visit: vtex.com

